We help financial companies understand and monetize
their granular transactional data via patterns search
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Why Trendalyze?
Today, every digital/digitized businesses runs on time-series (continuous) data. As it
streams, it creates heartbeats. Just like an ECG, shapes in data contain vital, highly
valuable insights. We built a platform where expert knowledge is augmented with
machine power to detect and monetize patterns in high frequency, granular data.
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Example: How to Derive and Monetize Granular Data Value?
1

ECG heart rate taken at one second

2

ECG heart rate take at 360 milliseconds

3

ECG heart rate take at 360 milliseconds

Normal
Heartbeat

Precursor

Meaningless pattern: The
granularity is not low enough to
recognize meaningful shapes

Recognizable pattern: Increasing
the granularity reveals distinct
meaning full shapes

Heart
attack

Monetizable pattern: Patterns
are monetized by learning and
monitoring for different shapes
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Why Granular Time-Series Data Matters?
Granular time series data is estimated to be growing 10-times faster and is already 50times more than traditional business data. The hidden, repeating patterns in it offer
valuable monetization opportunities. Market analysts expect the market for time series
intelligence to be 3-times larger than the existing BI and analytics market.

$45
Billion

Time Series Intelligence

$16
Billion

Business
Intelligence
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Digital “Heartbeats” Exist in All Industries and Processes
Identifying “heartbeats” in continuous data is the next frontier of knowledge and value
creation across all industries. Like ECG patterns, most patterns in granular data have
diagnostic quality that allows companies to make or save money when monitoring for
meaningful patterns identified by business professionals.

Applications In Key Verticals

Manufacturing

Healthcare

Fleet Management

Predictive failure, maintenance

Remote patient monitoring

Driving patterns, maintenance

Applications In Financial Services

Trading Surveillance

Price Manipulation

AML/Employee Fraud

Buy / sell opportunities

Financial collusion

Illegal behaviors
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Digital “Heartbeats” In Financial Services
Transactional data is one of the largest sources of digital “heartbeats”. Motifs can
be identified in trading, AML records, mortgage origination, insider trading, etc.

JPMorgan’s research on trading signals extraction
and monitoring with neural networks. Motif
discovery provides alternative approach that can
leverage the traders’ expert knowledge.

Trendalyze pattern detection in ICO fraud (smurfing, layering, pump and
dump). Trendalyze searches within 80 million active wallets, and passes
suspects to crystalblockchain.com for risk scoring, thus minimizing the
time and computational cost of scoring all active 80 million wallets.
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We Empower the Domain Experts to Do It Themselves
Trendalyze is a self-service platform for business users to mine, search for, monitor
and predict motifs in time-series data. It works like Google, but instead of
searching for sequences or letters, we search for time-series patterns.

Motif Mining

Motif Search

Motif Intelligence™

Automatically discover
clusters of distinct motifs
in a large number of
time-series data

Find similar, dissimilar, or
correlated motifs across any
number of measures,
dimensions, and time-series

Monitor and configure
intelligent predictions to
make real-time actionable
recommendations

NDA Needed
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Trendalyze Is Rated #2 Time Series Intelligence Software
Our difference is in the approach and the unique UI/UX that makes Trendalyze the
easiest to use
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What is Our Approach & Methods?
Trendalyze leverages shape learning, also referred to as “Motif Discovery”, as an
alternative to statistical machine learning. The approach is growing in popularity
because it can solve many problems in an easier and less complex way.

Face Detection

Object Detection

Gesture Detection

Process Monitoring
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What Is the Key Advantage of Motif Discovery?
Shape learning works like the human brain. It learns fast from just a few examples.
It requires minimal data for training and is more computationally efficient. Most
importantly, it is understandable by business experts who can do it themselves. In
analytics, self-service maximizes knowledge creation and data monetization.

How do humans and machines
learn the differences between
these two shapes?
Human Learning:

Machine Learning:

▪ Recognize shape differences

▪ Requires thousands of

▪

▪ All pictures have to be

▪

immediately
Learn the differences from a
few examples
Identify known shapes
instantly

pictures to train the model
labeled precisely by humans

▪ Small shape differences
confuse machines
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Trendlyze’s Approach to Monitoring and Prediction
Trendalyze’s artificial logical networks (ALN) are analogous to neural networks but are
easier to configure by subject matter experts. Comparative studies show that ALNs
deliver highly accurate results and deliver the advantage of transparency, fast timeto-market, and low computational costs when deployed in production applications.
Neural Network

Logical Network (patent pending)
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Peer-Reviewed Research and R&D Grants

R&D

Joint R&D grant with University
College London for robotic surgery
gesture detection and optimization

Grant for chronic pain pattern
detection and management
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Peer-Reviewed Research & Books

R&D
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Trendalyze Team

Rado Kotorov, PhD

George Pohle

Yoshiko Akai

Lianhua Chi, PhD

Co-Founder & CEO

COO

CTO

Head of R&D

Former Chief Innovation Officer at IBI,
a BI and Data Management company
with offices in 40 countries (investor
Goldman Sachs). Key clients: USBank
(20 million users), Fidelity, E*TRADE,
Crédit Mutuel, RBC, Scotiabank, BBVA.

Held Chair, CEO, COO roles for
growth investments from Goldman
Sacks and other PE firms. Managing
Partner of IBM's Strategic Services
consulting practice for Financial
Services Industry.

Lead large scale ML, DL, BI & data
Former Research Scientist at IBM
integrations projects for global 100
Research with a focus on AI for
companies in Tokyo, New York and
Blockchain. Lianhua has won
London including Mizuho Bank,
numerous awards for best research
AMEX, JP Morgan Chase, Lloyds
papers. She also holds an associate
Bank, Mastercard, Toyota, Nissan.
professor position at La Trobe
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We help companies understand
the pulse of their business.
Thank you.

